
Discussion Blocking

 PROLOGUE

 
O listen/ good people and see/ what we say 

Come gather now closer to hear our fine play. 
’Tis a tale of true glory 

This question—/our story: 
Must a prince lose it all to find his own way? 

It did thus begin with the birth of a son/ 
Who could walk, so it’s told, and talk from day one. 

Came sages aplenty, this child to see 
They spoke not in riddles but /prophecy: 

Great king or a Buddha would this newborn be. 

The proud father wept upon hearing their views 
So afraid—his son—the Prince he would lose. 

“Not a Buddha—/not he 
 A great king just like me!” 

But no one could know what Siddhartha would choose.

 

BUDDHA WALKS
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Prologue Poets move Downstage 
on either side of CenterChair to de-
liver poem. Assign alternating lines 
to each Poet (#1: “O listen”… #2: 
“Come gather”… #1 “‘Tis a tale”, 
etc.). In large class, assign 3 Pro 
Poets, giving one stanza to each. 

listen: Cast puts right hand to right 
ear and leans to right
see: Right hands to brow 
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Pro Poets may speak last line in 
unison. 
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See Glossary: glory2

Ask: “Do your parents want you to 
go to college or be successful in life?” 
Follow up: “How did the King define 
success for his son?” Finally: “So, was 
the King being a loving father here, or 
was he acting out of selfishness?”
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See Glossary: riddle5
See Glossary: prophecy6
See Glossary: Buddha7
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As “curtain” rises, cast is seated— 
heads bowed and hands in Shanti 
position, palms together at heart. 
At end of intro: “So without further 
ado…” heads lift to reveal head-
dresses and cast speaks in unison: 
“BUDDHA WALKS!!!”
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Scene names (e.g. “Prologue” or 
“Scene 1”) spoken by Scene Crier 
Downstage, either in front of or be-
hind CenterChair. Scene signs can 
be used to augment Crier’s voice.  
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son: Arms cradled, holding baby, 
then rock to the right and hold

NOTE: Cues (underline, bold, echo) 
done by full cast unless otherwise 
indicated. Actor who sets up cue 
(e.g. Pro #1) does not perform it, 
but must “pop and pause” to make 
certain everyone else does.  

NOTE: The first cues in the play are 
most important for empowering 
cast. Practice them often, and re-
view them at top volume/intensity 
just before performance begins. 
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As class will have discussed Rishi’s 
wisdom in Hour 2 before reading Sc 5 
of the play, refer back here to his line: 
“Only by losing something great can 
one find that which is greater.”
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See Glossary: sages
Then ask what other newborn was vis-
ited by wise men at his birth? (Jesus)
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NOTE: Discussion comments are 
placed wherever the text warrants. 
Be selective! You do not need to have 
every discussion. Be sure to use good 
time management and balance the 
value of discussion against the class 
empowerment that comes from mak-
ing steady progress in the Table Read 
each day. For many classes, just fin-
ishing this read-through is a triumph!
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